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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
By a partly ordered set (P, <) we mean a set P equipped by a binary 
relation < which is transitive and reflexive. A mapping f  : P, + Pz is called 
an isomorphic embedding of (P, , <,) into (Pa, <a) if and only if 
(a) f  is one-to-one into, 
(b) a <, b if and only iff(u) <,f(b). 
I f  a: is a cardinal, a partly ordered set (U, <) is called a-universal, if every 
partly ordered set (P, , <,) such that card PI < (Y can be isomorphically 
embedded into (U, <). The class of all a-universal partly ordered sets is 
denoted by U(a). 
J. B. Jonston proved in [8] that U(X,) contains a countable partly ordered 
set. In this paper we shall describe some countable X,-universal sets. For 
example, consider the set of all finite binary algebras-i.e. finite universal 
algebras each with a binary operation-all elements of which are natural 
numbers. Evidently, this is a countable set. I f  A, and A, are such algebras, 
we define 4, < /I, if and only if there is a homomorphism from A, into A,. 
We shall prove that this partly ordered countable set is $,-universal. We 
remark that an elementary theorem states that rationals are NO-universal for 
linearly ordered sets. 
Results similar to those for N, will be proved for all strongly inaccessible 
cardinals. Results for other infinite cardinals will be different. 
Similar results can be obtained for partly ordered classes. A partly ordered 
class (U, <) is called c-universal, if every partly ordered class (PI , <.,) can 
be isomorphically embedded into (U, <). V. TrnkovP proved in [II] that, 
in the Godel-Bernays set theory, there exists a universal partly ordered class. 
* This research was supported by funds from an operating grant of the National 
Research Counsel to the University of Manitoba, Canada. 
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It will be proved in the present paper that some easily described partly ordered 
classes are c-universal; e.g., the class of all binary algebras partly ordered 
by the existence of a homomorphism is c-universal under the assumption 
that we work in Giidel-Bernays set theory without measurable cardinals. 
To describe the results of the present paper in more detail we need some 
conventions and definitions. Evidently, partly ordered sets and classes are 
special cases of categories [9] and the categorial language seems to be very 
useful for the description. Throughout this paper we shall use the definitions 
and conventions introduced in [9]. 
I f  X and LP are categories, a functionF : X ---f 2 is called a full embedding 
if F is faithful and maps X onto a full subcategory of 2. The existence of a 
full embedding of S? into 2 will be sometimes denoted by .X G 2. If  ~$7 
is a category define s(X)-& shrinking of Z-as follows: s(X) is a partly 
ordered class the elements of which are the objects of .X and the partial 
ordering is defined by a < b if and only if there is a morphism in X such 
that a is its domain and b its codomain. 
Designate by Q!(2) the category of all algebras with one binary operation. 
A category .X will be called binding, if a(2) G X. Now, we are able to 
formulate the main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Assume ue work in G6delLBernays set theory without 
measurable cardina1s.l I f  X is binding, then s(X) is c-universal. 
As an immediate consequence of the theorem and the results of [3], we get 
that the following partly ordered classes are c-universal: s(OZ((d)), ,%I 2 2, 
where 6Y((o) denotes the category of algebras of the type d, .ZA the sum of the 
ordinals in the type A. 
To prove Theorem 1 we introduce an auxiliary partly ordered class &. 
Every object of $ is a family of sets (Ai, i E I), Ai sets, I a set. I f  A = 
(Ai,iEI)andB =(Bj,jeJ) are objects of $, then A > B if and only if 
for every i E I there is i E J such that Ai 3 Bj . 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be based on the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. In Gtidel-Bernays set theory, $ is c-universal. 
I f  01 is a cardinal, designate by a(#) the subset of JJ defined as follows: 
A E ~(9) if and only if A =: (Ai , i E I), I C 01, Ai C 01, card I < 01, card Ai < OL 
for i E 1: We remark that 01 is considered, as usual, as the set of all ordinals 
smaller than a. We define a partial ordering on ~(8) as the restriction of the 
partial ordering on 8. Evidently, card LX($) = c1 for every infinite cardinal 
which is strongly inaccessible. 
1 The assumption on measurable cardinals can be weakened to an assumption (M) 
in [4]. 
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THEOREM 3. a(f) is wuniversal for every cardinal a. 
I f  01 is an infinite cardinal, define 4042)) as the full subcategory of a%(2) 
determined by all those algebras (A, *), &g a set, . a binary operation, such that 
A C 01, card A < LY. 
THEOREM 4. If 01 = N, or 01 is a strongly inaccessible cardinal, then 
s[c4Q!(2))] is a-universal. s[2a(@(2))] . zs 01 universal for every injnite a. - 
The existence of a rigid relation on a set was an important tool for the 
proof of some representation theorems [12]. For the proofs of the results of 
the present paper we shall need some stronger theorems on rigid relations. 
Let {(A-, , RJ, i E I}, Xi sets, Ri C Xii x Xi , be a class of sets, each endowed 
by a binary relation. The class is called rigid, if and only if all compatible 
mappings from Xi into X, , i, j E 1, are the identity mappings on each set Xi , 
i E I. A mappingf : Xi --j Xj is called compatible from (Xi , RJ into (Xj , Rj) 
i f f  (x”, x’) E Ri implies (f(x),f(x’)) E Rj . 
THEOREM 5. For every injinite set X, card X = oc, there exists a rigid class 
{(Xi , R,), i E I} such that X = Xi for i E I and card I = 2~. 
C-UNIVERSAL CLASSES 
To avoid unnecessary complications we start to consider classes with 
transitive and antisymmetric relations, i.e., strictly partly ordered classes. 
If  we prove that a class is c-universal for such a relation, it is easy to modify 
it into a c-universal class for partial ordering (i.e for transitive and reflexive 
relations) considering with each object enough equivalent copies. 
Denote by On the class of all ordinals and define 2’ to be a class, whose 
elements are families A = (& , i E I) such that Ai C On for every i E I. I f  
A, B = (Bi ,j E J) are two elements in &‘, define B < A if f  A f  B and 
for every i E I, there is j E J such that Ai 3 Bj . 
We are going to prove that 8 is c-universal class for strict partial ordering. 
Instead of assuming that we have an arbitrary strictly partly ordered class 
and assuming the axiom of choice for classes, we may as well assume that the 
class O,, is strictly partly ordered by a relation < besides the usual well 
ordering which will be denoted by E. If  we want to indicate that a: is smaller 
in the usual well ordering or equal to /3, 01, p E On , we write 015 /3. 
THEOREM 2’. Let < be any antisymmetric and transitive relation on Co, . 
Then there exists a mapping F from the class On into the class $’ such that 
(1) ~<PoF(ol)<F(P)forallol,p~~~. 
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Proof. F will be, as expected, defined by induction. For the definition of 
F we shall need auxiliary sets denoted by f(a), a E Inn . 
Putf(O) = (01, F(0) = {f(O)>. 
Assume thatf(S) and F(S) are defined for 6 E 01. Put 
f(a) = ( ; f(yj) ” ia>, F(a) = {f(r) : Y E 01, Y 3 4, 
a / 
where y  > 01 means y  > 01 or y  = 01. 
Before we prove (l), a few observations. It follows immediately from the 
definitions that 
(2) O1 + P ifif f f(P) 
(3) f(B) Cf(d iff I3 E 01, B G 01 
(4) f(m) E F(B) iff a E P, b’ < 01. 
It is obvious that F is a one-to-one mapping since a E p implies /3 # u F(a), 
,8 E u F(P), where u F(a) means the union of all sets in F(a). 
(1) is evidently true for all a, j3 such that 015 0, ,K s 0. 
Assume (1) is true for all 01, j$ 01 E S, fi E 6 and we want to prove that (I) 
is also true for a g 6, p $6. We must consider 3 cases 
(4 CXES, /3 =s, (b) 01 :: s, /I ES, (c) a = 6, p = 6. 
The case (c) is obvious. 
cl792 (d). Assume 0: E 6, 01 < 6. We must prove thatF(ol) <F(S). Consider 
arbitrary y  such that f(y) E F(S). Evidently, y  g 6. We must show that there is 
f(c) EF(~) such that f(y) If(c). I f  y  = 6 it suffices to put c = e. If  y  E S, 
then 6 < y, by (4), hence, by transitivity, (Y < y. By induction, F(a) <F(y). 
Sincef(r) EF(~) there must bef(E) OF such thatf(c) Cf(y). 
Assume N E 6, F(a) <F(S). Since f(S) EF(S), there is f(y) OF such that 
f(y) Cf(S). Using (3), we have y  < 6 and, by (4) a: < y. We get o( < S. 
Since CI f  6 by assumption, a: < 6. 
Case (b). Assume p E 6, S < /3. \Ve arc going to show that F(S) <F(p). 
Let f(r) E F(/3). We must find f(c) EF(S) such thatf(c)Cf(y). Sincef(y) EF@), 
y  g /3, j3 < y. Hence, 6 < y, and obviously y  E 6. Hence, ,f(r) E F(S) and we 
may put E == 6. 
Assume /? E 6, F(S) < F(P). Since f(p) E F(p) there must be f(y) E F(S) such 
that f(y) Cf(/3). Using (3), we get y  < ,R and, by (4) 6 < y. Hence, 6 < /3. 
Since 6 # /3, S < /3. The proof is finished. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let (P, <) be a partly ordered class. Call two of its 
elements pi, p, equivalent if p, < pa, p, < pi . We have obtained an 
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equivalence relation; picking from each equivalence class a point, we get a 
strictly partly ordered class. Observe that each equivalence class of $ is a 
proper class. Really, if A = (A, , i E I) is an element in 2, then adding to A 
any set which contains one of the set Ai , we get an equivalent element. 
We want to prove that there is l-l correspondence F between P and a 
subclass of 2 such that p, < p, i f f  A < B. Form equivalence classes of P, 
pick a point in any class and consider this strictly partly ordered class. By 
Theorem 2’, there is an F sending the strictly partly ordered into 2’ which is a 
subclass of 8. Now, extend the mapping F on P in the following way: take 
arbitrary element p in P. If  F(p) is not defined, then F(p’) is defined for some 
element p’ which is equivalent with p. Define F(p’) as an equivalent element 
in 9 with F(p), which was never used before. Since we have a wide supply 
of these elements, Theorem 2 is proved. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is in another description of 2. 
Define a category $* as follows: the objects are families of sets, i.e. an object 
A can be written in a form A = (Ai , i E I), Ai a set for every i E I, I a set. I f  
B = (Bj ,i E J) is an object in $*, then the morphisms from A into B are 
all mappings f  : I -+ J such that for every i E I, Ai 3 Bfci) . Composition of 
morphisms is defined by composition of the corresponding mappings. 
Evidently, s($*) = 2. 
We are going to describe $* in a different way. Denote by Yi the category 
whose object are sets and morphisms all inclusions of sets. Consider the dual 
(or opposite) category to Pi, denoted by Yy”. It turns out that JZ* is a full 
subcategory of the category which we obtain from 9:” by formal adjunction 
of free sums, which is defined as follows: 
If  X is a category denote by E,(X) th e o f  11 owing category: its objects are 
indexed families of objects of X; an object A in E,(X) can be described as 
A = (Ai , i EI), where I is an indexed set, Ai an object in -X, and if B = 
(Bj , J’ E J) is an object in E,(X) then the morphisms in E,(Z) are all indexed 
families of morphisms in Z of the form (fi , i E I), where eachfi is a morphism 
in Xfrom Ai into some Bj , i E J. Composition of morphisms is defined in 
the obvious way. 
Evidently, f* is a full subcategory of Es(.9’~P). Hence, there holds the 
LEMMA 1. s($*) = $ and $* is a full subcategory of E,(YTP). 
If  we prove that the category E,(9’yP) can be fully embedded into the 
category a(2), then the Theorem 1 will be proved. To do it we will have to 
specify the set theory we work in. 
Throughout the rest of the present paragraph we will assume that we work 
in the Godel-Bernays set theory (as specified e.g. in [6]) with the assumption 
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that there is no measurable cardinal. (The last assumption can be slightly 
weakened to the assumption (Al) in [4].) 
Using a definition from [3], a category .x is called boundable, if 2. --, (r(2). 
\‘l:e are going to prove: 
LEIKIIA 2. The category E,s(.YY”) is boundable. 
The proof will be divided into three steps. 
LEMTVIA 3. The categoT,y .V: is boundable. 
LEMh’L4 4. (Isbell) If 3” is a boundable category, then .Y”‘r) i.s boundable. 
LEMMA 5. 1f.x is boundable, E,Y(.Yf) is boundable. 
Proof of Lemma 3 can be found in [6]. 
Proof of Lemma 4 was published in [7]. A different proof is in [4]. 
Pyoof of Lemma 5. It follows from [3] that the following is an equivalent 
definition of the property to be boundable. ;/f is boundable if and only if 
A’? T 9, where 9 is the category of graphs and their compatible mappings. 
Thus, by the assumption, .Y’ is isomorphic with a full subcategory of graphs. 
It has been proved several times that the category of graphs can be fully 
embedded into its subcategory consisting of connected graphs. The explicit 
formulation of this fact can be found c.g. in [I]. Thus, to prove Lemma 5 it 
suffices to prove it for .X :- &, , where .R, denotes the category of connected 
graphs and their compatible mappings. But it is very easy to construct a full 
embedding of E,(&,) into 9, having in mind that a component of a graph must 
be mapped by a compatible mapping into a component. We can do it in the 
following way: a graph is a pair (X, R), S is a set, R C X2; we may assume that 
for every two different graphs (X, , R,) and (X, , R,) in ,go, Xi r\ X2 @ 
(we could achieve this by a proper indexing). Now if ((Xi , RJ, iEZ) is an 
object in E,(ZJ associate with it the graph (&,Xi , uiEl R,). Let 
((Y? , S,), j E J) be also an object in E,<(.#,,). C onsider a compatible mapping 
from ((J Xi , (J Ri) into (U 1, , (J S,). Since each graph (Xi , R,) was 
connected, (X, , Ri) are components of (U Si , u Rj). Every component must 
be mapped by a compatible mapping into a component. But the components 
of (U 1; , lJ Sj) are exactly the graphs (YTj 1 Sj). It is easy to see that the 
morphisms in E,(%‘,) are in one-to-one correspondence with the compatible 
mappings between the corresponding graphs. This correspondence is a full 
embedding. Lemma 5 is proved. 
\Y:e conclude this paragraph by a list of binding categories. It was already 
mentioned that the category of all algebras of a given type, where the type 
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contains either at least one at least binary operation or at least two unary 
operations in binding [3]. Recently it was proved that even some smaller 
classes are binding. It is shown in [I] that the category of semigroups is 
binding and J. Sichler proved that the category of algebras with one binary 
commutative operation is binding [IO]. Th e category of topological spaces 
with local homeomorphisms is binding [5] and so is category of strictly partly 
ordcrcd sets with order-preserving mappings [2]. Some other categories 
could be listed as n-tll. 
a-Uh-IVERSAL SETS 
Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 can be made in a way similar to the proofs for 
c-classes, by restricting attention only to a segment of ordinals. The only non- 
trivial step is to prove the analogon of Lemma 3. But this can be achieved 
using Theorem 5, the proof of which is not difficult if one uses methods 
introduced in [I] and [12]. 
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